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... we will, in future, 
prioritise work done to 
engage those who do sport 
less than the population 
as a whole. We will make 
most progress by focusing 
on particular sections of 
society that face common 
barriers to taking part and 
who take part in sport 
and physical activity at 
below average levels at 
the moment (for example, 
those from lower socio-
economic groups, women 
and disabled people). We 
will ensure that investment 
is specifically set aside for 
this purpose. 

Sporting Future Stategy

“

“
INTRODUCTION 
The sporting landscape is evolving throughout the UK. The 
Government published its new strategy for sport in December 
2015 and this conference is tailored specifically to help 
everyone that attends understand and plan to take advantage 
of new opportunities and building upon their existing success.

Sport Wales working with stakeholders across the sector has 
been developing a new approach to Community Sport. In 
Wales, StreetGames has been working in partnership with 
Sport Wales and the Welsh Government’s Communities 
First programme to deliver sporting opportunities in local 
communities which meet Health, Economic and Education 
outcomes through the delivery of local Doorstep Sport. 
StreetGames has secured investment into Communities First 
clusters for sport, including a £690,000 Sport Wales Lottery 
grant to fund an Us Girls project. StreetGames is now active 
in 44 out of the 52 local clusters and is on track to meet the 
agreed outcomes and make a real difference to young lives in 
local communities. 

Since 2012, StreetGames has been working with community 
organisations to take sport to the doorstep of young people 
living in Scotland’s most deprived communities. The 2014 
Glasgow Commonwealth Games provided a fantastic platform 
to grow the network in Scotland. It now has 38 StreetMarked 
projects covering 12 Local Authority Areas including: Glasgow, 
Edinburgh, West Dunbartonshire, North Ayrshire, South 
Ayrshire, Falkirk, Stirling, North Lanarkshire, Inverclyde, Dundee, 
Aberdeen and Fife. Together the projects reach over 3,000 
young people aged 14-25 every week. 

In England, the launch of the new DCMS strategy is good news 
for increasing access to sport and its benefits for disabled 
people, women and girls, older people and young people 
in disadvantaged communities. ‘Sporting Future: a new 
strategy for an active nation’ aligns Government policy with 
successful approaches to increasing the number of people who 
are physically active and with approaches that successfully 
maximise sport’s contribution to changing young lives. The 
strategy is a chance to consolidate the good work carried out by 
the StreetGames network and many similar organisations.

THE CONFERENCE
Warwick University, Coventry, CV4 7AL
Wednesday 13th and Thursday 14th April 2016

Compere: Jacqui Oatley (BBC Sport Presenter)

Key Note Speakers and facilitators confirmed so far:

• Phil Smith: Director of Sport, Sport England
• Steve Hodkinson: Chair of StreetGames
• Jane Ashworth: CEO, StreetGames
• Sarah Powell: CEO, Sport Wales
• David Duke: CEO, Street Soccer Scotland
• Alan Charles: Police and Crime Commissioner for 

Derbyshire
• Lisa O’Keefe: Director of Insight, Sport England
• Justyn Price: Head of Coaching, Sport England
• Dr. Nicola Eccles: Associate Principal Lecturer, Leeds 

Trinity University
• Pro. Andy Smith: Associate Head of Sport Studies & 

Sport Development, Edge Hill University
• Andrew Heaward: General Manager Sport & Leisure, 

Stoke City Council
• Michelle Adams: Head of Economic Development, 

Culture and Sport, Stoke City Council
• Karen Creavin: Head of Sport & Participation, 

Birmingham University
• Barnardos
• Comic Relief
• Tara Dillon: CEO CIMSPA
• Spencer Moore: Operations Director, CIMSPA
• Annie Clements: CEO, Autism and ADHD
• Tom Yardy: Account Manager, Easyfundraising
• Dr. Juliette Stebbings: Sport Psychology Researcher, 

Birmingham University
• Chris Wall: Youth Activities Officer, York University
• Stephanie Gaydon: Research Manager, 2CV Research 

House
• Rob Hartley: Research Director, 2CV Research House
• Mike Hartill: Senior Lecturer of Sociology of Sport, Edge 

Hill University
• Ralph Scott: Head of Citizenship & Political 

Participation, DEMOS
• Jason Lewis: National Development Manager, WRU
• Vinnie Webb: Coaching & Education Manager, British 

Cycling
• Steve Mitchell: Director, The Skills & Sport Consultancy

The StreetGames Awards Night and Gala Dinner will be held on
the evening of the Wednesday 13th April from 7pm until late.
Hosted by special guest John Inverdale, the evening will 
celebrate the achievements and dedication of the Doorstep 
Sport network. This year’s awards include:-

• Young Coach of the Year
• Coach of the Year
• Fundraising for the Future Award
• Volunteer of the Year
• Best StreetGames Participant Retention Programme
• Investing in Youth Leadership Award
• Us Girls Project of the Year
• Sport for Good
• Project of the Year
• Outstanding Contribution to Doorstep Sport

PLEASE NOTE: Every year 2.5million young people don't get 
the chance to go away from home even for a day trip. At the 
StreetGames Awards dinner we will be hosting a raffle to 
help raise funds to send young people from the network to a 
festival or summer camp. Only £1 per ticket.



• Insight into what the Government’s new sport strategy will mean to Doorstep Sport delivery
• Full access to workshops and training
• Delegate packs and resources
• Quality university accommodation 
• Meals and refreshments for two days 
• Attendance at the Gala Dinner and disco to celebrate the StreetGames Awards 2016
• High quality networking opportunities with like-minded peers and policy makers
• An opportunity to contribute to a round table discussion

The themes of the StreetGames conference are the issues dominated by the new sport strategy 
and the changing landscape of Doorstep Sport.

DELEGATES WILL RECEIVE... CONFERENCE THEMES

If you have any queries please contact: conference@streetgames.org

DOORSTEP SPORT FOR GOOD AND 
ACTIVATING  UNDER-ACTIVE YOUNG PEOPLE

These sessions explain strategies to support participation in 
both new and non-traditional sports, address young people’s 
desire to move freely between sports and explore ways in which 
to target those under-represented. Young people increasingly 
need sport to fit in with their hectic lives. Industry experts 
will use the latest research to show how working within the 
new sport strategy the decline in the number of people who 
regularly take part in sport can be reversed and sport can be 
used as a tool to achieve positive social outcomes.  

DOORSTEP SPORT FOR GOOD AND YOUNG 
PEOPLE’S PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT AND 
RESILIENCE

This theme will explore how to use sport to engage and develop 
disadvantaged young people, promote inclusion and support 
them to develop employability skills. Making a successful 
transition from school to Further Education or to work can 
be hard. It is young people with resilience, confidence and a 
positive vision of how life can be that are most likely to succeed.

DOORSTEP SPORT FOR GOOD AND YOUNG 
PEOPLE’S WELLBEING

This theme looks at how Doorstep Sport can make a positive 
contribution to physical and mental wellbeing including 
helping young people experiencing difficulties. Sport has a 
huge potential to break down barriers. It can bring people of 
all ages, socio-economic backgrounds and cultures together. 
These workshops will discuss strategies to ensure everyone 
can flourish while addressing all forms of intolerance. The 
importance of sport organisations being diverse and inclusive to 
provide equal opportunities for everyone will be addressed.  

DOORSTEP SPORT FOR GOOD AND 
COMMUNITY AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

This theme looks at the double benefit of sport, the positive 
effect it has on both the participants and society as a whole. 
The power of volunteering and youth action and the difference 
this can make to the lives of young people by helping to develop 
confidence and skills to improve employability. The sessions will 
explore the direct impact that sport can have on the health and 
safety of the local community and how organisations can use 
this impact to sustain their local activity.

EQUIPPING THE WORKFORCE TO DELIVER 
DOORSTEP SPORT FOR GOOD 

Learn what is being done to ensure that sports coaching is 
as effective as possible at the grassroots level and coaches 
are given the necessary training. The sessions will discuss the 
importance of ensuring that sport organisations are diverse and 
inclusive, providing equal opportunities for everyone and the 
ability to continually adapt to the needs of young people.

SUSTAINING DOORSTEP SPORT FOR GOOD: 
GETTING READY FOR THE FUTURE

Financial sustainability is vital for local delivery organisations. 
Sessions will explore new models of social investment in sport 
and creative and innovative ways to attract funding, including 
applying for small grants and loans and crowd funding. In 
addition, experts will offer new and insightful ways to form 
commercial partnerships that work.

DOORSTEP SPORT FOR GOOD AND ACTIVATING  UNDER-ACTIVE YOUNG PEOPLE
DOORSTEP SPORT FOR GOOD AND YOUNG PEOPLE’S PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT AND RESILIENCE
DOORSTEP SPORT FOR GOOD AND YOUNG PEOPLE’S WELLBEING
DOORSTEP SPORT FOR GOOD AND COMMUNITY AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
EQUIPPING THE WORKFORCE TO DELIVER DOORSTEP SPORT FOR GOOD
SUSTAINING DOORSTEP SPORT FOR GOOD: GETTING READY FOR THE FUTURE

COSTS:
• Basic Rate with Standard Accommodation - £290
• Basic Rate with Superior Accommodation - £340
• Day Delegate - £165

We look forward to welcoming you to Warwick University 
in April #Sport4Good

We look forward to welcoming you to 
Warwick University in April #Sport4Good



TIME  SESSION  TITLE     SPEAKER    
    
10:30am – 12:30pm Opening Plenary  Welcome     Steve Hodkinson - StreetGames  
     Sport For Good     Jane Ashworth - StreetGames  
     Implementing the new Sport Strategy  Phil Smith - Sport England 
     Wales - New plan for Community Sport  Sarah Powell - Sport Wales  
     Scotland - Legacy & World Class System   David Duke - Street Soccer Scotland 
  
12.30pm – 1.30pm Lunch

1.30pm – 2.30pm Workshop Session 1  Successfully applying for small grants  Kerry McDonald - StreetGames  
     Personal development through   Juliette Stebbings - Birmingham University
     ‘Empowering Coaching’       
     Preventing drop-off    Ceris Anderson - StreetGames 
     Reducing anti-social behaviour through sport Alan Charles, Derbyshire Police and   
                                                                                                                                                                                                       Crime Commissioner   
     Understanding sporting habits   Stephanie Gaydon & Rob Hartley - 2CV
          Research House
  
  Mini Keynote 1  Activating the Inactive    Lisa O’Keefe - Sport England

2.35pm – 3.35pm  Workshop Session 2  Public Health Commissioning - 10 Top Tips for  Paul Jarvis & Lewis Jones- StreetGames  
Health      successful bids       
     Doorstep Sport sustainability    Karen Keohane - StreetGames  
     Young volunteer leaders - the value to the   John Downes - StreetGames & 
     young person    Young Volunteers
     Understanding youth mental health issues  Dawn Mitchell - StreetGames
          Professor Andy Smith  
     Preventing drop off amongst girls   Jess Morgan & Claire Wheeler 
          - StreetGames  

  Mini Keynote 2  Friendship patterns and women’s participation Dr Nicola Eccles - Leeds Trinity University
     in sport  

3.35pm – 4.00pm Refreshment Break

4.00pm – 5.00pm Workshop Session 3  Team StreetGames - local, rapid-fire fundraising Adam Smith - StreetGames, Tom Yardy -   
          Easyfundraising, Chris Wall - York University
          Volunteering & Social Action – the value to the  John Downes - StreetGames
     Doorstep Sport project        
     Inclusive Doorstep Sport   EFDS & Disability Sport Wales
     Understanding  and appreciating how we are  Annie Clements - The Autism and ADHD   
     different and dealing with it Autism and   Charity
     ADHD spectrums  
     Safe & well - appropriate safeguarding for   Mike Hartill - Edge Hill University
     Doorstep Sport   

  Mini Keynote 3  Behavioural change    Paul Jarvis - StreetGames  
          Shane O’Leary - Newcastle City Council

5.00pm – 7.00pm Room check-in & free time  //  USE OF GYM & SWIMMING POOL 

7.00pm – 1.00am NATIONAL AWARDS DINNER  //  DRESS CODE: SMART CASUAL
    

@StreetGames  #Sport4Good 

DAY 1
WEDNESDAY 13TH APRIL

DAY 2
THURSDAY 14TH APRIL

TIME  SESSION  TITLE     SPEAKER    
    
10:00am – 12:00pm Opening Plenary  Coaching plan for England   Justyn Price - Sport England 
     Developing traineeships & apprenticeships  Jason Lewis - WRU  
     European City of Sport 2016   Andrew Heaward & Michelle Adams -
          Stoke City Council
     TBC     Karen Creavin - Birmingham City Council
     
12.05pm – 1.05pm Workshop Session 4  Active for life -CLUB1    Josh Saydraouten - StreetGames & CLUB1   
          Promoter 
     Implementing the coaching plan    Justyn Price - Sport England 
     Doorstep Sport Apprenticeship - the new Community  Steve Mitchell - The Skills & Sport Consultancy
     Sport and Health Activator apprenticeship       
     Preparing young people for employment and Comic Relief
     further education    
       Chief Exec policy discussion   Jane Ashworth - StreetGames  
 
  Mini Keynote 4  Building resilience    Barnardos 

1.05pm – 2.00pm  Lunch

2.00pm – 3.00pm  Workshop Session 5  Widening access - The National Governing   Claire Lane - StreetGames
     Bodies of Sport     Vinnie Webb - British Cycling
     The Chartered Institute for the Management of  Tara Dillion & Spencer Moore - CIMSPA
     Sport and Physical Activity 
     The full time volunteer programme   Steve Welsher - StreetGames & volunteers
     and traineeships
     Improving the capacity of the workforce to activate  Hannah Crane & Andrea Livesey 
     the inactive and deliver sport for good  - StreetGames
     Shaping future applications for interventions that  Paul Jarvis & Stuart Felce - StreetGames
     generate community safety, health and 
     employability outcomes
  

  Mini Keynote 5  The value of out of home experiences   John Downes - StreetGames  

3.05pm – 4.00pm Closing Plenary  Where next for StreetGames   Mark Lawrie & Kerry McDonald   
     Conference wrap up    - StreetGames

4.00pm  Depart    

@StreetGames  #Sport4Good 



SESSION 1

WORKSHOPS & 
MINI KEYNOTES DESCRIPTIONS

SESSION 2
Successfully applying for small grants 

With 66% of all applications to the Sport England small grants 
fund successful and a wide range of funders offering grants up 
to £10,000, making small grants applications is a very effective 
way of funding Doorstep Sport. 

This one hour workshop will introduce the sources of small 
grants available and how to select the most appropriate 
funder to maximise the chances of success. It will also reveal 
the secrets that time and again make the difference between 
success and failure.

For: Project managers

Personal development through ‘Empowering 
Coaching’ 

Personal development through ‘Empowering Coaching’. 
Over the last two years StreetGames has been working with 
the University of Birmingham to deliver and evaluate an 
Empowering CoachingTM intervention for Doorstep Sport 
coaches and the young people they work with.

The Empowering CoachingTM approach is a theory-based 
workshop designed to educate coaches on how they can 
deliver their session in a way that supports the young people’s 
motivation, enjoyment, confidence and engagement to keep 
them coming back. This session will look at the final results of 
the project, how Doorstep Sport Clubs and grassroots coaches 
can learn from and implement the findings.

For: Project managers / Face to face workers

Preventing drop-off 

Most Doorstep Sport providers attract a similar attendance 
profile. About 40% of participants have been previously inactive 
and only 14% are members of another sports club. There is 
though a large drop off: 30% of participants attend fewer than 
5 sessions before they disappear, but 50% attend regularly for 
more than a year.

This workshop will explore the importance of keeping accurate 
registers and how to develop a system that flags up those at 
risk of dropping out. In addition, the session will look at how to 
shape strategies to recruit more inactive young people and how 
to make sessions so good that more participants will keep
coming back.

For: Project managers / Face to face workers

Reducing anti - social behaviour through sport

The Home Office is funding a national demonstration project 
which supports Police and Crime Commissioners to explore 
effective ways to reduce Anti-Social Behaviour through sport. 
This workshop will share the findings of the projects involved in 
the programme and will discuss how to demonstrate to other 
Police and Crime Commissioners that Doorstep Sport is worthy 
of their investment.

For: Project managers 

Understanding sporting habits

The 2CV market research agency is looking at how disadvantaged 
young people consume sport and how sport fits into their lives.
Their research tells us about participant journeys and the 
workshop will discuss how to use the information to increase 
the number of young people who are active and how to keep 
them active.

This workshop is for delegates who want to know more about 
how young people see sport and its role in their lives.

For: Project managers / Face to face workers

Mini Keynote - Activating the inactive 

Activating the Inactive and changing people’s behaviour, this 
from a population perspective becomes the issue for sports 
policy and practice. Do practitioners and policy makers really 
understand the nature of this area to the extent that they are 
able to effect change?

For: Project managers / Face to face workers

Public Health Commissioning - 10 top tips for 
successful bids

Young people’s mental health and childhood obesity are 
top priorities for local Health & Wellbeing Commissioners.

This workshop will discuss how to effectively communicate 
the value of Doorstep Sport to public health commissioners 
and how to understand the health policy framework. It will 
look at commissioners’ needs and how to craft successful 
funding proposals. Delegates who have successfully 
secured past commissions will be invited to share their 
experiences.

For: Project managers

Doorstep Sport sustainability 

The funding environment is changing fast. 42% of 
respondents to the 2015 StreetGames survey fear their 
project is not keeping up and feel unconfident about the 
financial future of their project over the next 2 years.

This workshop shares good practice from across the 
network and details proven ways to make Doorstep Sport
sustainable. In addition, delegates will be introduced to the 
StreetGames Development Toolkit, the new planning aid 
for increased sustainability.

For: Project managers

Young volunteer leaders - the value to the 
young person 

Learning to lead can make a profound difference to young 
people’s confidence and attainment. This workshop will 
show the value of providing well designed volunteering 
opportunities in Doorstep Sport to young people. It will 
look at the best recruitment and retention tactics and 
identify the type of support that allows young leaders to 
flourish.

StreetGames Young Volunteers will join the workshop and 
discuss their experiences and the impact volunteering has 
had on their lives.

For: Project managers / Face to face workers

Preventing drop-off amongst girls

Many projects adopt the Us Girls approach to match the 
preferences of those girls who prefer to exercise away from 
lads. Among mixed Doorstep Sport provision only 26% of 
regular participants are female.

The workshop will explore how an organisation can 
develop working partnerships that enable girls to access
programmes in a co-ordinated way across different 
community providers. Stories about inactive girls who
have been helped to find an active lifestyle will be shared, 
and the session will identify the commonalities that
make for successful programmes. Finally, the success of 
Sport England’s This Girl Can campaign and the Us Girls 
programme in Wales will be explored to see what lessons 
can be learned.

For: Project managers / Face to face workers

Understanding youth mental health issues 

Young people’s mental health and wellbeing is a subject of 
increasing concern. Over 50% of long-term mental health 
conditions are established by the age of 14 and 75% by the 
age of 24. Young people from disadvantaged backgrounds 
are three times more likely to develop mental health 
problems.

This workshop is an introduction to the issue and starts 
the discussion about how Doorstep Sport can help young 
people who may be experiencing difficulties. Projects will 
share good practice and discuss the type of training needed 
by face-to-face workers to help them to identify young 
people who are in difficulties.

The workshop is for delegates who need to make sure their 
projects offer adequate support for all participants.

For: Project managers

Mini Keynote - Friendship is the key to 
women’s participation in sport 

This session looks at the social side of sport, the complex 
dynamic of female friendship groups and how Doorstep 
Sport can make good use of this insight. Dr Nicola Eccles 
from Leeds Trinity University will unveil new research which 
demonstrates that activating a whole friendship group is 
the effective way to securing young women’s participation 
in sport.

For: Project managers / Face to face workers



SESSION 3

SESSION 4
Team StreetGames - Local, rapid fire fundraising

Does your project need £1k for something special?

This workshop shares easy and effective ways to involve 
young people in fundraising campaigns, and will discuss crowd 
funding, bag packing campaigns, duck races and sponsored 
runs.

For: Project managers / Face to face workers

Volunteering & social action - the value to the 
Doorstep Sport project

When young people lead Doorstep Sport their enthusiasm and 
novel approaches make sessions fresh and welcoming.

The workshop profiles how young leaders can have a major 
impact on Doorstep Sport and will hear from the young people 
who have changed their projects through their volunteering.

For: Face to face workers and project managers who are 
starting over with social action

Inclusive Doorstep Sport 

There are approximately 9.4 million disabled people in England, 
accounting for 18% of the population. Amongst young people 
aged 16-25 years around 7% have a disability. Within the 
network about 5% of Doorstep Sport participants declare 
themselves to have a disability. This workshop brings together 
national experts in disability sport to discuss how best to 
integrate disabled young people to Doorstep Sport as equals. 
EFDS will share their approach called, 'Talk to me' and Disability 
Sport Wales will explain how their national approach has led to 
over one million sports opportunities being available to disabled 
people.

For: Project managers / Face to face workers

Understanding and appreciating how we are 
different and dealing with it 

This workshop looks at how our understanding and attitudes 
impact on our own wellbeing and other peoples all the time 
and how we approach what makes us all different is significant.

Led by the national charity Autism and ADHD this workshop will 
look at how difference can make us feel and what we choose 
to do with that feeling. It will be a chance for projects delivering 
Doorstep Sport to develop their understanding around this topic 
and also understand some of the barriers young people with
Autism and ADHD may face in engaging with new activities.

Starting with our understanding and attitude towards difference 
can really make a big impact on the way we deliver Doorstep 
Sport.

For: Project managers / Face to face workers

Safe & well - appropriate safeguarding for 
Doorstep Sport 

This workshop is based upon a youth empowerment project led 
by Edge Hill University aimed at combatting sexual exploitation, 
harassment and abuse in and through sport. Edge Hill worked 
with the Rugby Football League and Survivors Manchester 
to combine academic research with expertise from front-line 
practice to enable the transfer of knowledge and skills between 
young people in sports contexts. The workshop will take
elements of this activity based youth-led workshop to explore 
safeguarding in a sports context.

For: Project managers

Mini Keynote - Behavioural change

Demos are Britain’s leading cross-party think tank. Their 
research, Service Nation 2020, discusses how high quality social 
action programmes benefit both the participants and society as 
a whole. Demos call this the ‘double benefit’.

This session looks at how social action programmes can help 
young people develop employability skills and expand their 
networks and ambitions while improving the quality of life in 
their neighbourhood.

The keynote is for delegates who want to begin a youth social 
action programme or who need to know how to take their 
programme to the next level.

For: Project managers / Face to face workers

Active for life - CLUB1

The way people participate in sport and physical activity 
changes as their lives change.

Even active young people grow up to become inactive 
adults. There are many reasons for this drop out: 
friendship groups break up; there is a lack of easily 
accessible provision for adults; work and families and 
the pressures of adult life. What are popular with adults 
though are ‘solo sports’, which can be done alone or 
within a small family or friendship group.

Over the last nine months 150 Doorstep Sport Clubs have 
tested how best to broaden their offer to include these 
habit-for-life sports. This workshop discusses the lessons 
learnt from the efforts to introduce swimming, gym and 
running to Doorstep Sport and how they can be applied 
more widely.

For: Project managers / Face to face workers

Implementing the coaching plan

This workshop follows on from the Key Note: Coaching Plan 
for England.

It will give delegates the opportunity to discuss the findings 
and how the coach can improve playing experiences and 
keep people playing by understanding the motivations and 
needs of the individual.

For: Project managers / Face to face workers

Doorstep Sport apprenticeships - the new 
Community Sport & Health Activator 
Apprenticeship

The Government intends to create three million 
apprenticeships. But employers in sport and active
recreation report there is a gap in the training on offer. 
They struggle to find the right course of learning for 
apprentices who need the outreach and youth work skills 
that make up a good Doorstep Sport worker.

StreetGames chairs the group that is working up a new 
apprenticeship qualification to fill that gap. It is called the 
Community Sport and Health Activator. It will be ready for 
use by autumn 2016.

This workshop will discuss how to make use of the 
opportunity to train up Doorstep Sport participants as
apprenticeships.

For: Project managers  

Preparing young people for employment and 
further education

Making a successful transition from school to Further 
Education or to work can be hard. It is young people with
resilience, confidence and a positive vision of how life can 
be that are most likely to succeed.

This workshop will identify the characteristics of NEET-hood 
and demonstrate how Doorstep Sport can be used to help 
young people to develop the skills and characteristics to 
succeed.

For: Project managers / Face to face workers 

Chief Executive policy discussion group
 
Following the launch of ‘Sporting Future’ strategy in 
England and the changing Welsh landscape this roundtable 
discussion for senior managers in the public sector and 
the leaders of social enterprises will explore the future of 
Doorstep Sport.

For: Senior managers

Mini Keynote – Building resilience 

TBC

For: Project managers / Face to face workers



SESSION 5

Widening access - The National Governing 
Bodies of sport

The trends, preferences and sporting needs of young people 
change over time. National Governing Bodies are now 
introducing new projects and programmes to attract and 
engage young people in their sport.

This session provides an opportunity to hear from NGBs about 
their plans to make their sport more accessible for inactive 
people and to discover where Doorstep Sport fits in.

For: Project managers

The Chartered Institute for the Management of 
Sport and Physical Activity (CIMSPA)

Doctors have the British Medical Association to protect their 
standing and regulate professional practice; solicitors have the 
Law Society. The Chartered Institute for the Management of 
Sport and Physical Activity (CIMSPA) received its Royal Charter 
in 2012. Its role is to maintain professional standards in the 
world of active leisure. In this workshop the leading team from 
CIMSPA will explain their mission and their plans to reorganise 
our professional education.

For: Project managers who want to improve the status of 
sport and active leisure management

The Volunteer programme and traineeships

StreetGames’ evaluations show that becoming a full-time 
volunteer or a trainee can transform a young person’s outlook 
and confidence. These benefits are most often felt when 
a supportive project worker helps the trainee to learn and 
develop on the job.

This workshop will explain the mechanics of taking on a 
full-time volunteer and hears from young people who have 
benefited from taking responsibility within their project. The 
workshop is for projects that are thinking about taking on a full-
time volunteer in the near future.

For: Project managers

Improving the capacity of the workforce to 
activate the inactive and deliver sport for good

Projects need staff with the right skills to activate inactive 
teenagers and to deliver sport for good. This workshop supports 
project managers to understand the range of training available 
to them and will include an opportunity to plan and meet the 
training needs of their paid and volunteer workforce.

For: Project managers

Shaping funding applications for interventions 
that generate community safety, health and 
employability outcomes

Funding is available for applicants who can effectively 
demonstrate how their proposal will deliver wide social 
outcomes such as educational attainment, reduced risk taking 
behaviours, improved health and increased community safety 
and employability skills.

This workshop will take delegates step by step through the 
essential components of a successful funding bid, and delegates 
will come away with an understanding of what evidence they 
need to support their bid and where they can find it.

For: Project managers

Mini Keynote – The value of out of home 
experiences

Taking young people away from home on an overnight trip can 
be a daunting prospect. This mini keynote will help delegates 
understand the preparations and plans that are required for 
residential stays, European exchanges and holiday camps. It 
will cover fundraising, safety concerns and the wellbeing of the 
young people.

The session will also look at StreetGames’ plans for summer 
2016.

For: Project managers / Face to face workers
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